Striving for Change
Main entrance of Robinson Brothers,
which was used until 1955.

Origins
The Robinsons were an entrepreneurial family. By
religion they were Baptists, from a strong English
nonconformist tradition that emphasised hard
work, temperance, frugality and upward
mobility. Their success as businessmen stretched
much farther back than the foundation of
Robinson Brothers in 1869. Making chemicals
would be only the latest stage in the evolution of
their business activities.
Three brothers gave their name to today’s company:
William Leckie Robinson, James Robinson and
Charles Robinson. William, the eldest, was born in
1829, followed by James in 1830 and Charles in
1833. William, who became a qualified chemist, was
also the longest-lived; dying in 1901, he was
predeceased by James in 1875 and Charles in 1888.
The first entrepreneurs in the family were James
Wickenden Robinson, the father of William, James
and Charles, and his younger brother Henry
Robinson. Born in Surrey in the early 1800s, they
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began their business careers as wrought-iron
tube manufacturers but this partnership failed
when the brothers were declared bankrupt in 1829.
Interestingly, they were based at the time not only in
the City of London, close by the Mansion House, but
also in West Bromwich, although the notice in The
London Gazette gives no specific address.
Undeterred by failure, the brothers entered the gas
industry. On 12 September 1834 they leased what
became the Leamington Priors Gas Company, which
remained under the family’s management for many
years. One of their most successful ventures was the
Coventry Gas Company, which they leased from the
owners. When the lease expired in 1858, they were
given a ten-year management contract. The
agreement suggested that they were already
managing gas companies in Birmingham, Derby,
Leamington, Leicester and Nottingham. They would
eventually manage gas works at Dudley and
Nuneaton as well. The agreement specified the
quality of gas to be supplied, ‘such as to produce
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from an Argand Burner ... a light of intensity equal
to that produced by twelve sperm candles (of six to
the pound) burning 120 grains an hour’.1
Gas lighting developed alongside the accelerating
growth of British industry in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. It was first used to light a
domestic dwelling in 1792 by a Scottish engineer,
William Murdoch. He worked for the steam engine
makers Boulton & Watt. They began producing small
gas engines in response to demand from factory
owners for a safer and more effective form of
lighting for their premises than existing lamp oil.
Gas lighting became more widely used thanks to the
efforts of a German entrepreneur, Fredrick Winsor.
His vision was to light up the streets with gas
supplied through pipes from central gas works. He
showed how this could be done by illuminating Pall
Mall in the heart of London in 1807 and six years
later he opened the first public gas works in
Westminster. The company he founded carried on
supplying most of London’s gas until the industry
was nationalised in 1948.
By the 1830s many cities and major towns
worldwide had their own gas works to illuminate
their streets. Many public buildings, larger shops
and houses also used gas lighting although it would
be the end of the century before it was in the homes
of most working families.
With gas works came the gas engineer. Many
privately owned gas companies appointed
professional gas engineers to manage their gas
works for them. When James and Henry Robinson
were starting all over again after the failure of
their iron tube business, the expanding gas
industry seemed to present an obvious opportunity.
Both men became gas engineers, basing themselves
in the Midlands, James in Leamington, Henry in
Leicester.
They were obviously much in demand across the
region for their managerial skills. It was also a
profitable business to be in. By the early 1860s
William was already helping to manage the works in
Coventry and Leamington and his brothers James
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and Charles would soon join him. They carried on
the business after the death of their father James in
1866 and the retirement of their uncle Henry soon
afterwards. Robinson Brothers was formed as a
partnership in 1869.
By the time the partnership was formed, many cities
and towns were ambitious to take over and manage
their local gas works for themselves. The
Leamington Spa Courier on 10 December 1864
reported a town council debate about the local gas
works, which had been leased to the Robinsons.
Councillors were concerned about the high price of
gas and the profits made by the management. Like
many local authorities, the town council was eager
that these profits should be used to relieve local
taxes or fund urban improvements. If the gas
company was operating as a monopoly, it was felt,
then it should be a municipal monopoly. The trend
was for increasing regulation of gas company profits
and dividends as well as towns and cities taking
control of their own gas supplies. By the 1880s,
nearly one-third of gas undertakings had become
municipal concerns. One of them was the Coventry
Gas Works, taken over by the city corporation
through an act of parliament. The partners received
more than £150,000 for the business, worth many
millions in current values.
By then, the brothers realised that they needed to
diversify if they wished to continue in business.
Many of the chemical advances achieved in the midnineteenth century came from raw materials derived
from coal tar, a residue from making town gas. This
gave the brothers an opportunity. Initially, coal tar
was seen largely as a waste product, often
unwanted, often difficult to dispose of. It was first
distilled in 1815, the distillate sold as a cheap
alternative to turpentine.2 A few years later naphtha
distilled from coal tar was used to dissolve rubber,
creating a solvent, and to make creosote for
impregnating timber. Another product distilled from
coal tar was pyridine, discovered in 1849.3 Its role as
a precursor to piperidine, which had important
industrial applications, would play an important part
in the later development of Robinson Brothers. As
well as coal tar, another valuable residue from town

1 Sperm candles were made from spermaceti oil found in sperm whales which were widely hunted in the nineteenth century. These were highquality candles, burning with a bright white light and odourless.

gas was the liquor left over, which could be distilled
to produce ammonia.
William, James and Charles established their first tar
distillery on a small site at Ryders Green in West
Bromwich, which has remained the company’s
location ever since. Situated in the heart of the Black
Country, one of the most industrialised and polluted
parts of Britain at that time, West Bromwich was
known to the brothers through the ill-fated
wrought-iron tube business run by their father and
uncle. No one knows when the site was acquired
although it must have been no later than 1869
when the new partnership was formed. The original
site was less than an acre, eventually increasing to
eleven acres. It was located next to a branch of the
local canal, making it easy to bring in coal tar and
take out compounds for the expanding chemical
industry.
Tar distilleries like Major & Co and Robinson
Brothers took their supplies of coal tar from
nearby town gas works or bodies making their
own gas, from factories to
workhouses. Robinson Brothers, for
instance, had a contract with Walsall
Town Council in 1878 for supplies of
coal tar and ammoniacal liquor. The
firm’s first surviving tar ledger dates
only from 1898, referring to coal tar
supplied by Birmingham Workhouse.

son of an ironmonger, Charles was already
experienced in tar distilling. As the town gas
business shrank, his expertise was invaluable. With
the deaths of James and Charles Robinson, he
became William’s right-hand man. William became
a prominent citizen of Coventry, a member of many
public bodies and a generous benefactor of many
local causes. Charles became well known in
West Bromwich, sitting for several years on
the town council.
One of the continuing characteristics of Robinson
Brothers is the way the company looks after its
employees as best it can. This stretches back to the
founders. As the business began to grow, and more
people were employed on the expanding site, which
reached eight acres by 1894, an employees’ profitsharing fund was launched on 1 October 1889. It
was one of several schemes highlighted in a report
by the Board of Trade in 1894. The fund credited to
each employee every year a small percentage of
their wages, which they could withdraw in cases of
hardship or on reaching the age of 65.

As they had with their gas works, the
brothers set up tar distilleries in other
areas. In 1876 the firm established a
distillery adjoining the Aire and Calder
Navigation at Knottingley in the
West Riding of Yorkshire, managed by
Charles Robinson. A second followed
at Spondon, near Derby, in 1893 and a
third was opened in Banbury in 1912.
For several years the brothers ran the
tar distillery at West Bromwich
alongside their gas works. As manager,
they appointed a young man, 24-yearold Charles Bushell. Born in Suffolk, the

View of Robinson Brothers as the Tar Works,
pictured prior to 1916.

2 Turpentine, derived from distilling resin from trees, usually pines, is still used as a solvent today.
3 Pyridine is used as a solvent; piperidine is used in rubber processing and as a chemical raw material.
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This recognised the difficult working conditions for
workers in tar distilleries. Fires were a frequent
hazard and the firm relied heavily on prompt action
by the local fire brigade as well as valiant efforts
from their own workers using the fire-fighting
appliance kept on site. Typical was an incident
towards the end of December 1908 when a blaze
broke out in a naphtha tank.4 As the Birmingham
Daily Gazette reported, the local brigade ‘turned
out under Superintendent Tozer with the motor
tender and steamer but owing to the state of the
roads through the heavy downfall of snow they
experienced considerable difficulty in getting along.
It was necessary to attach four horses to the
steamer before anything like satisfactory progress
could be made ... The brigade were handicapped
by the severity of the weather which rendered the
hose almost solid and nearly froze the water
before it could fall on the fire.’ Fatalities were not
unknown – one man died from accidentally
imbibing ‘peredene oil’ or pyridine in 1893 and
two men were overcome by sulphuric acid fumes
in a tank in 1907. As the author of a recent history
of the industry observed, ‘working conditions in

chemical plants, and their environmental impact,
were a very long way from what is the norm today’.
For many years the industry was left to manage
health and safety on its own terms and chemicals
were assumed to be harmless unless shown
otherwise.
Safety is Paramount Today
Modern safety standards are far removed from the
early days of the chemical industry. For Robinson
Brothers, site safety has been and continues to be
paramount. Plants are safer and highly trained
operators are acutely conscious of the need for safety.
Every safety issue, large and small, is thoroughly
investigated. The robust safety of every new product is
also a primary concern. A Health & Safety Committee,
composed of managers, heads of departments, the
safety, health and environment team and union
representatives, discuss health and safety matters
concerning the whole site. The company has in place
very rigorous systems developed with the Health &
Safety Executive which gives everyone confidence in
the processes applied on site. When the company
investigates new technologies, such as continuous

4 Naphtha is a term used to refer to flammable liquid hydrocarbon mixtures typically produced from gas condensates,
petroleum distillates and the distillation of coal tar.

Robinson Brothers win Chemical Industries Association
Responsible Care Special Award for Process Safety Leadership:
Excellent Leadership in Safety, in 2013.
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flow, the benefits they bring in terms of safety is a key
consideration, followed by other benefits the
technologies may offer. The priority given to safety
within the company was recognised in 2013 when
Robinson Brothers received the Chemical Industries
Association Responsible Care Special Award for
Process Safety Leadership.
By 1894 the firm had added three more partners,
two of William’s sons, Herbert, 28, the eldest, and
Shirley, 26, and the son of the late Charles Robinson,
Ernest, also 28. Herbert’s father had plucked him
out of Masons College in Birmingham after his first
year studying practical chemistry and despatched
him to West Bromwich. The distillery, where Charles
Bushell was general manager, was going through a
tough time. The price of tar had slumped but the
distillery was locked into contracts at higher prices.
To spread the contractual risk, the business began
looking for coal tar from gas works all over the
Midlands.
Herbert began as the laboratory assistant to the
chief chemist, Mr Staveley, but soon joined the
office as general assistant to the general manager.
His father was just beginning to loosen the reins of

management. Previously daily reports from every
part of the business were despatched by post to
William’s home in Coventry. West Bromwich became
the firm’s headquarters and Charles Robinson took
charge of all the administration.
When the partnership became incorporated as
Robinson Brothers Ltd on 15 June 1894, the
business was acquired from the partners for just
over £150,000, satisfied almost entirely by shares in
the new company. Bushell was appointed managing
director with responsibility for sales and production.
Earning £1,000 a year, he also had 40 per cent of
the ordinary shares, an indication not only of his
senior position but also of the capital he had
invested in the business over time. William Robinson
retained responsibility for the financial affairs of the
company until his death in 1901.
At the end of the nineteenth century, Robinson
Brothers was mainly making creosote and pitch
from coal tar. The lighter fractions yielded naphtha,
used for a wide variety of applications, and
benzene,5 used for making aniline6 and dyestuffs for
the UK’s booming textile industry. Alongside these
staple products, material for road surfacing was also

Robinson Brothers continues to serve the automotive
industry with its rubber accelerators and fine chemicals
product range.

5 Benzene is a hydrocarbon which was widely used as a solvent in the nineteenth century.
6 Aniline is an organic compound and is the prototypical aromatic amine. It is mainly used for making precursors to polyurethane and other
industrial chemicals. Like most volatile amines, it smells of rotten fish.
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becoming more important. The motor car was still
only a small part of the country’s landscape but by
1913 there were more than 100,000 at large,
demanding better roads. In 1909 Robinson Brothers
licensed the right to make and supply a branded
road surfacing product, Tarvia. This brought the
company into direct contact with end-users for the
first time, prompting the start of the company’s
policy of offering every customer technical advice
and support. Today the company still works closely
with every customer to identify and meet their
technical needs.
Tarvia was not the only new venture in the years
prior to the First World War. In 1902 Herbert
Spencer, the most entrepreneurial of William’s sons,
licensed a tin-stripping process, operating from a
site on the west side of the canal, with an office in
Birmingham. Dick Robinson, son of the second
Charles Robinson, and later chairman of the
company, remembered as a child watching
‘cartloads of tin “offcuts” passing through the
streets, carrying the raw material to the stripping
plant’. For Herbert, who seems to have been in
charge, it was not a happy experience. Neglecting to
study the market, and buying up scrap tin left, right
and centre, he failed to turn it into a profitable
business. He was left with ten thousand tons of
unprocessed scrap, he wrote, ‘having filled up all the
available space in our works and various large
warehouses also which we had rented in the
district’. Sick with worry and overworked, Herbert
fell ill. Instead, the original process was replaced
with an alternative, and the venture, he wrote, was
saved by ‘a sudden rise in the market for tin and
steel [that] nearly doubled the value of our
enormous stock of raw material’. This was a brief
moment of success. A local rival began a price war
that cut margins to nothing. The two parties
eventually reached an understanding, forming a
joint company, Batchelor, Robinson & Co, in 1909
and transferring the business to another site in
Llanelli. The firm was incorporated in 1917 and
Robinson Brothers sold its stake in 1918.
There was also an insecticides department. It began
in 1909 with a product devised by chief chemist
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George Clift, called Clift’s
Manurial Insecticide, based on
naphthalene. A whole range
of insecticides, disinfectants
and sheep dips were made,
based on crude tar acids. The
balance of the product range
shifted towards horticulture.
The West Bromwich
engineering department
turned out complementary
products, from horse-drawn
powder sprayers to watering
cans. The horticultural
department survived for more
than 20 years before it was
sold off in 1932 to Pan
Britannic Industries, later well
known for Baby-Bio and the
Hessayon series of plant expert
books. The department had
never made much money,
rarely making sufficient sales
to cover the overheads of such
a broad product range.

halting arrangement of purchases.’ This persuaded
Herbert that consolidation within the industry was
essential. His first attempt, however, was a failure,
falling apart because of ‘the personal idiosyncrasies
and jealousies’ of the parties involved.

Advertisement of Velvas
Lawn Sand, dated 1928.
(Courtesy of Grace’s Guide
to British Industrial History.)

The urge to seek new enterprises was driven by the
fiercely competitive nature of tar distilling. Many
businesses came and went and trading was always
volatile. Competition was ruthless, voluntary
agreements were frequently broken and rivals
attacked each other’s financial integrity when tar
contracts came up for renewal. Successful tenderers
often found there was little profit in the contracts
they won.

Herbert and his brother Shirley did succeed in
persuading Demuth to join in a research project
with Robinson Brothers in 1912. Two qualified
chemists, Heinemann father and son, were recruited
from Germany, which was regarded as the leading
scientific nation in Europe. A fully equipped
laboratory was housed in the boathouse, where
Herbert had been building a sailing boat, on the tinstripping site, located on a three-and-a-half acre site
acquired from the Staffordshire Iron Works on the
west side of the canal. Their research included the
synthesis from formaldehyde and tar acids of
glycerol, rubber and resins. They also produced copolymers of synthetic rubber which proved so tough
that Herbert concluded from firing at them with a
rifle that they could be substituted for light armour
plate. When war broke out in 1914, Heinemann was
interned and his son returned to Germany.
Work on resins would resume after the war, leading
to another joint venture, Synthite Ltd, formed with
Major & Co to make synthetic resins from tar acids
and formaldehyde on the former tin-stripping site.
Synthite was the predecessor of Kevlar, the synthetic
fibre developed by Dupont in the 1960s. Robinson
Brothers eventually sold its stake in 1962.

Importantly, it gave Herbert the taste for more
advanced chemistry, which would eventually lead to
setting up a research and development department
at West Bromwich. By the 1911 census he was
describing himself as a chemical manufacturer.
Synthite was a
synthetic fibre that
formed a toughened
surface and was
considered to be a
substitute for light
plate armour.
William Robinson died at his home, The Elms, in
Coventry in 1901, leaving an estate worth more
than £128,000. His will was full of generous legacies
to local causes. He left each of his children sufficient
money that they need never work again. Herbert,
however, had proclaimed that he was determined to
make his mark on the world. He had already
displayed his strength of character by marrying a
young Irish Catholic girl, Lily, and converting to
Catholicism himself, which shocked his staunchly
Baptist family.
A Family Tradition of Long Service
One of the continuing strengths of the business is its
close-knit workforce. Many employees come from the
same families and many of them spend most of their
working lives with the company. For example, when
Barbara Smith joined the company in 1970, her

Celebrating Ken Rock’s retirement in 2014.

Herbert Robinson recalled the competition between
Robinson Brothers and local rivals such as Major &
Co, Lewis Demuth & Co and Bethell’s. Demuth & Co
had itself been founded by one of the German
chemists originally recruited by Major & Co.
Bethell’s tar distillery in West Bromwich was one of
the oldest in the country, opened by John Bethell in
1825. ‘Major, Demuth and ourselves used to fight
like cats and dogs for tar contracts until the time
came when, to avoid following Bethell’s into
bankruptcy, we decided to come to some sort of
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mother was the managing director’s secretary, her
stepfather worked in the Robac plant, she had uncles
working at Synthite and Midland Tar Distillers and she
discovered that her paternal grandmother had been a
chemist at Robinson Brothers. Barbara herself would
marry fellow employee Nigel Smith, who spent 45
years with the company, latterly as IT manager.
Barbara was still working as head of the customer
services department in 2018.
This feature stems partly from the nature of the local
area but it also comes from the traditional mutual
respect and loyalty between employees and the
Robinson family. The family’s approach was typified by
David Robinson, chairman from 1980 to 1995. On his
death, his brother-in-law Eric Price wrote of him that,
‘His perspective throughout had a long-term vision: he
regarded his role as that of life stewardship’. As a
result of this two-way relationship, the workforce has
often been willing to accept tough decisions in the
long-term interests of the business. Many of them
value the livelihood they gain from the company.
This has created a long-lasting family atmosphere. For
Justin Owens, who joined in 1998, ‘There’s still a

family environment. You know people will look after
you and care for you. In difficult circumstances we all
gather round and support each other.’ And these
values, Justin says, have always been embedded in the
company during his time; there is a particular spirit in
the company, everyone will pitch in when necessary to
solve problems. ‘We are very tolerant of people and
have a diverse and inclusive culture. We accept people
for who they are.’
Working with his cousins, Herbert had to wait some
years before he could assume control of the
business. Charles Bushell remained managing
director until his death in 1911. In the following
year his role as general manager of Robinson
Brothers was taken over by J C Mann, described by
Dick Robinson as ‘a man of competence and
conspicuous integrity’. Until he moved to a new
post in 1923, Mann helped to foster a close-knit
culture on the site, where many men were long
serving. Several members of the same family,
fathers, sons, uncles and nephews, often worked
alongside each other, every one of them known to
their managers by their first names. This is a
tradition that still continues.

Directors and Board members of Robinson Brothers presenting
awards to long-serving employees in 2014.
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